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Introduction

Immobilization has consolidated as an indispensable tech-
nique to exploit enzymes’ activity as commercial catalysts. 
Numerous protocols have been explored, trying to attach 
proteins in general through interactions of different nature, 
such as electrostatic attraction, generation of covalent bonds, 
or simple adsorption by weak intermolecular forces or for-
mation of insoluble enzyme aggregates [1–4]. Most of the 
available research regarding this topic considers the link-
age to a solid support as the most straightforward way of 
immobilization. The choice of the support material is usually 
based on the potential affinity with the target molecule [5]. 
Attention is far more focused on the possibility of chemical 
modification to promote the interaction support enzyme than 
the actual performance in the reaction medium. Questions 
about the catalyst’s stability to stirring stress or solvents are 
rarely analyzed.

In this context, magnetite particles are considered as a 
suitable starting material for enzyme immobilization due 
to their chemical/mechanical resistance, surface reactiv-
ity and magnetism [6, 7]. This last property allows a rapid 
and simple magnetic separation of the biocatalyst from the 
reaction media. Besides, they are easily and economically 
synthesized by the chemical coprecipitation method [8–12].

Lipases are a special type of enzymes widely studied due 
to their versatility and ability to catalyze numerous reactions 
[13–17]. Among them, Candida antarctica lipase B (E.C. 

Abstract Magnetic biocatalysts offer enormous advan-
tages over traditional ones. Their ability to be isolated by 
means of a magnet, in combination with their extensive 
reuse possibilities, makes them highly attractive and com-
petitive from the commercial point of view. In this work, 
magnetic biocatalysts were prepared by immobilization 
of Candida antarctica Lipase B (E.C. 3.1.1.3, CALB) on 
magnetite–lysine nanoparticles. Two methodologies were 
explored tending to find the optimal biocatalyst in terms 
of its practical implementation: I—physical adsorption of 
CALB followed by cross-linking, and II—covalent coupling 
of the lipase on the nanoparticles surface. Both procedures 
involved the use of glutaraldehyde (GLUT) as cross-linker 
or coupling agent, respectively. A range of GLUT concen-
trations was evaluated in method I and the optimum one, in 
terms of efficiency and operational stability, was chosen to 
induce the covalent linkage CALB-support in method II. The 
chosen test reaction was solvent-free ethyl oleate synthe-
sis. Method I produced operationally unstable catalysts that 
deactivated totally in four to six cycles. On the other hand, 
covalently attached CALB (method II) preserved 60% of its 
initial activity after eight cycles and also retained 90% of its 
initial activity along 6 weeks in storage. CALB immobili-
zation by covalent linkage using controlled GLUT concen-
tration appears as the optimum methodology to asses effi-
cient and stable biocatalysts. The materials prepared within 
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3.1.1.3, CALB) has been immobilized in several supports 
aiming to achieve efficient biocatalysts [6, 7, 18]. However, 
conformational changes and/or degradation of the protein 
and support materials are often limiting aspects for their 
practical application [19, 20]. The choice of this particular 
enzyme is based on its remarkable capability to catalyze 
the synthesis of a wide range of organic substances, such as 
nitrogenated compounds [21] or esters [22].

As a lipase, CALB exhibits a peculiar structure: the active 
site is covered by a mobile lid that opens before a hydropho-
bic environment. This phenomenon is known as interfacial 
activation [23]. Immobilization in its open form has been 
achieved using hydrophobic supports [24].

The potential of a biocatalyst should not be exclusively 
evaluated in terms of the conversion levels of the selected 
substrate. Their mechanical and chemical resistances in the 
operation conditions are key factors to avoid the contamina-
tion of the desired products. Besides, storage stability, cost 
of the starting materials and reusability capacity are also 
required features, besides selectivity when formation of sec-
ondary products is possible [25].

In our previous manuscripts, biocatalysts based on CALB 
immobilized on chitosan-coated magnetic nanoparticles 
were designed, with the covalent attachment of the lipase 
on the magnetic supports [18, 20]. Although efficient and 
active biocatalysts were achieved, phenomena such as leach-
ing of the lipase as well as limited reusability were observed. 
These seriously affected the practical implementation of the 
biocatalysts. Besides, comparable results have been obtained 
by other authors studying enzyme immobilization in similar 
supports [26, 27].

From this scenario, it is clear that an improvement of 
the magnetic biocatalysts is required. The purpose of this 
investigation is to obtain a CALB-based magnetic biocata-
lyst capable of competing with the commercial ones.

In general terms, the features required to accomplish this 
goal are high activity, operational stability (including leach-
ing minimization and resistance to stirring and solvents or 
substrates), reutilization capability, long-term storage stabil-
ity and low fabrication cost. To attain these characteristics, 
a novel magnetic support was prepared based on magnetite 
nanoparticles coated with lysine.

Functionalization of magnetite requires the stable attach-
ment of a reactive group. Amino acids emerge as a conveni-
ent option, since the carboxylate group is strongly coordi-
nated with iron, while the free amino group provides wide 
possibilities of chemical modifications. Monomeric lysine 
contains an aminated side chain. This additional  NH2 group 
doubles the number of reactive sites on which the enzyme 
or a cross-linker molecule can attach. Being a low-cost and 
environmentally friendly reactant, this amino acid was cho-
sen instead of other  NH2 providers such as 3-aminopropyl-
triethoxysilane [28, 29].

Although there is a vast literature devoted to magnetic 
catalysts, hardly any reports are found on amino acid-mod-
ified magnetite-based biocatalysts [30]. To the best of the 
authors’ knowledge, the use of lysine-modified MNPs as 
support for CALB immobilization has not been reported 
earlier.

Two immobilization strategies were compared within this 
work to assess the above-mentioned features: I—the physical 
adsorption of CALB on the magnetic support followed by a 
cross-linking treatment using glutaraldehyde (GLUT); and 
II—covalent immobilization of CALB on GLUT-activated 
support. In the first approach, a range of GLUT concentra-
tions was explored. The best GLUT concentration arising 
from procedure I was taken as reference to activate the ami-
nated support in procedure II.

The obtained biocatalysts were characterized and evalu-
ated in the solvent-free synthesis of ethyl oleate. Considering 
that fatty acid esters are common additives in cosmetic and 
food products (between others of high aggregate value), this 
is a representative test reaction for an industrial synthesis 
[22, 31].

The influence of immobilization protocols was analyzed 
on leaching, reuse capability and storage stability. The per-
formance of the best biocatalyst in terms of its stability was 
compared with an immobilized CALB catalyst available in 
the global market. The obtained data allowed us to determine 
the optimum protocol to obtain not only active, but also reus-
able and stable biocatalysts.

Experimental

Materials

FeSO4.7H2O,  FeCl3.6H2O, oleic acid and sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS) were purchased from Anedra, Argentina. 
Ammonium hydroxide was from Merck. Novo Nordisk (Bra-
zil) kindly donated the lipase broth Liposyme CALB-L batch 
number LCN02103. Heptane and ethanol (analytical grade) 
were from Dorwill, Argentina. Lysine chlorhydrate was from 
BDH Biochemicals, England. Glutaraldehyde (25% solu-
tion) was from Fluka.

Analysis of the commercial CALB broth

Protein purity was qualitatively checked using SDS–PAGE 
technique on the pure and diluted broth, following the pro-
tocol of Lerena-Suster et al. [32]. Denaturalization was 
performed by adding a buffer solution containing sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and β-mercaptoethanol followed by 
heating at 100 °C for 10 min. The 12% polyacrylamide gel 
was prepared with stacking in a BioRad Mini Protean® III 
equipment and a Tris–glycine running buffer at a pH 8.8 was 
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used. A volume of 5 μl of each sample was analyzed along 
with molecular weight markers (from 14 to 90 kDa) LMW 
of GE-Healthcare. The electrophoresis was carried with a 
30 mA current during stacking and 60 mA during resolution. 
After the electrophoresis, the gel was stained with Coomas-
sie Brilliant Blue R-250 (USB) allowing visualization of the 
separated proteins.

To calculate CALB concentration, a novel methodology 
developed by the research group was implemented. This 
consists in determining the sulfur content associated with 
the CALB structure by atomic emission (AE-ICP) [33]. The 
calculation was performed considering that each CALB mol-
ecule contains 12 atoms of S. A 500 μL aliquot of the sample 
was diluted up to 5.00 mL with distilled water and measured 
in a Shimadzu Sequential 1000 model III equipment, with 
conventional nebulization and external calibration by certi-
fied patterns (Chem-Lab, Zedelgem B-8210, Belgium). The 
obtained result was 18 mg CALB/mL in the raw broth.

Preparation of magnetite nanoparticles (MNPs)

Magnetite was synthesized by the coprecipitation method. 
7 mL of  NH4OH 5 M was slowly added to 33 mL of an 
aqueous solution of  FeSO4 (0.065 M),  FeCl3 (0.130 M) and 
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 8.4 × 10− 3 M), at 80 °C under 
 N2 atmosphere with fast magnetic stirring (1000 rpm). The 
pH reached after the base addition was 12. The resulting 
precipitate was separated by magnetic decantation and re-
suspended in distilled water. The procedure was repeated 
three times to remove unbound SDS [34]. Finally, an exhaus-
tive washing with heptane under ultrasound was performed 
for 1 h to obtain bare, SDS-free, monodispersed magnetite 
particles. The final product was dried in an oven at 50 °C 
overnight.

Functionalization of MNPs with amino groups 
(amination)

Amination of the magnetite surface was achieved by reaction 
of the magnetic powder (typically 100 mg) with a 17 mg/mL 
lysine solution prepared in distilled water (5.8 mL, pH 5.7) 
during 7 h at room temperature. The molar ratio of mag-
netite/lysine was 0.64. The solid was decanted and washed 
three times with distilled water. These formulations were 
named MAG-NH2.

Immobilization of CALB in MAG-NH2

Method I: physical adsorption followed by cross-linking

Method I involved two steps: physical adsorption of CALB 
and cross-linking with GLUT. Physical adsorption of 

enzyme on the aminated support was carried out dispersing 
100 mg of MAG-NH2 in 17 mL distilled water (pH 5.7). The 
media was distilled water without buffer, aiming to mini-
mize ionic strength. 582 μL of CALB broth (18 mg enzyme/
mL) was added and the mixture was magnetically stirred for 
7 h at room temperature. Excess of CALB was removed by 
washing three times with distilled water. The obtained mate-
rial was called MAG-NH2–CALB.

Post-adsorption cross-linking with GLUT was achieved 
by suspending 300 mg of MAG-NH2–CALB in 5 mL of a 
GLUT solution of concentration ranging from 0.05 to 0.6% 
(weight of GLUT × 100 mL of solution). The suspension 
was stirred for 3 h at room temperature.

Method II: covalent attachment of CALB

To attain the covalent binding of CALB on MAG-NH2, 
100 mg of the support was left in contact with 1.6 mL of 
GLUT solution of 0.3% w/v for 3 h at 45 °C. This aldehyde-
functionalized carrier was recovered by magnetic decanta-
tion, washed three times with distilled water and dried in 
an oven at 45 °C. For immobilization, it was suspended in 
17 mL of distilled water and 582 μL of CALB broth was 
added. The mixture was maintained under magnetic stirring 
for 7 h at room temperature.

The Scheme 1 illustrates the two procedures to attain 
CALB biocatalysts.

Efficiency of biocatalyst

Test reaction, sampling and conversion determination as 
well as other experimental conditions related to these issues 
were taken from previous works using CALB-based bio-
catalysts [20, 35]. In brief, 1 g of oleic acid (OA), 200 μL 
of water, 150 μL of ethanol and 30 mg of biocatalyst were 
magnetically stirred at 45 °C for 3 h.

The conditions adopted for the test reaction (especially 
the addition of water to the reactants) were taken from previ-
ous exhaustive studies on this topic [36].

After the stipulated time, 1.5 mL of ethanol was added 
to convert the reaction medium into a single homogeneous 
phase. The catalyst was rapidly decanted with a magnet and 
two samples were withdrawn (about 250–300 mg each). 
They were weighted and then titrated against ethanolic KOH 
(precisely known concentration, typically around 0.0300 M) 
to determine unreactive acid. The conversion was calculated 
as: 

The difference between replicates was always lower than 
1 unit.

X% =
mass of converted acid × 100

initial mass of acid
.
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Reusability assays

After each cycle, different procedures were implemented to 
recover the purified catalyst. In the first place, the biocatalyst 
was magnetically decanted. The liquid mixture was removed 
and preserved for leaching analysis. Afterward, in the same 
reaction vial, the solid was washed twice (unless otherwise 
specified) with a solution of heptane:ethanol 1:1 for 30 min. 
An additional washing was performed using pure ethanol 
under magnetic stirring.

In all the purification steps, the magnetic properties of the 
biocatalysts were exploited to asses an efficient separation 
of the residual washing liquids. Finally, the catalysts were 
dried at 37 °C overnight.

Leaching measurements

500 μL of the remaining reaction mixture after esterification 
was added to a fresh set of reactants, without catalyst, aim-
ing to check enzyme desorption. Conversion was calculated 
following the methodology described in “Efficiency of bio-
catalyst”, and was defined as leaching %.

Characterization

Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy 
(DRIFTS) was performed using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 

6700 spectrometer, which was used to record spectra in the 
range 4000–400 cm− 1. About 3 mg of sample was manually 
mixed with 50 mg of dry KBr. The resulting powder was 
placed in the sample holder. The equipment was kept purged 
with nitrogen. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, 
JEOL 100 CX II, Tokyo, Japan) was used to examine the 
morphology of the support nanoparticles. The TEM samples 
were dispersed in distilled water, placed on 200 mesh Cu 
grids and dried at room temperature.

The hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) of the support and 
catalysts was measured in distilled water (0.1 mg sample/
mL, pH 5.7) by dynamic light scattering (DLS). The same 
suspension was used to determine the zeta potential (ζpot) 
by microelectrophoresis laser Doppler. A Zetaziser Nano ZS 
equipment (Malvern Instruments) was used for both tech-
niques. ζpot results are averages of duplicates.

Results and discussion

Support and biocatalyst characterization

FTIR spectroscopy was employed to qualitatively assess 
the biocatalysts’ composition. In Fig. 1, the FTIR spectrum 
of raw support (MAG-SDS) is compared with those cor-
responding to MAG-NH2, MAG-NH2–CALB and MAG-
NH2–CALB–GLUT. In the first spectrum, bands associated 

Scheme 1  Representation of immobilization protocols. I Adsorption of lipase on aminated support, followed by GLUT cross-linking. II Cova-
lent attachment of lipase on GLUT-activated support
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with water molecules adsorbed on the MAG surface are 
evidenced at roughly 3400 cm− 1 (OH stretching band) and 
1700 cm− 1. Those bands overlap with the corresponding 
functional groups of lysine (C=O and  NH2). A confirmation 
of the lipase incorporation was indicated by the presence of 
bands at 1720 and 1590 cm− 1 assigned to N–H and C=O as 
well as signals at almost 3200–3400 cm− 1, associated with 
the stretching of N–H (from amide groups) and O–H (from 
ROH of COOH groups). Similar results were observed by 
Bezerra et al. when attaching Thermomyces lanuginosus 
onto aminated magnetite [6].

The incorporation of GLUT after physical adsorption of 
CALB may be appreciated by the decrease in the band asso-
ciated with OH and NH in the region of 3200–3400 cm− 1.
This represents an evidence of the cross-linking reaction 
between the coupling agent and the functional groups (NH 
and OH) of both the support and the lipase. Increase of C=N 
at 1635 cm− 1 and the decrease of carboxylic group (–C=O−) 
bands at 1730 cm− 1 and –C–O− at 1470 cm− 1 may indicate 
the formation of Shiff base between the protein and GLUT.

Morphological characterization by TEM demonstrated 
that the support was composed of spherical and nearly 
monodisperse nanoparticles (MAG-NH2), as shown Fig. 2a. 
The incorporation of the lipase by simple adsorption did not 
cause significant morphologic changes. However, particles’ 
morphology seems to be sensible to GLUT concentration 
after immobilization. With regard to this, higher particle 
aggregation was evidenced, increasing GLUT concentrations 
after immobilization (see Fig. 2b–d).Fig. 1  DRIFTS spectra of selected biocatalysts and support materials

Fig. 2  TEM images of: a 
MAG-NH2, b MAG-NH2–
CALB–GLUT0.05, c MAG-
NH2–CALB–GLUT0.3, d 
MAG-NH2–CALB–GLUT0.6
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The support particles and aggregates conserve the nano-
metric size, which is an important condition for increasing 
the surface area and promoting larger enzyme loadings.

Histograms, in Fig. 3, depict Dh distributions of the ana-
lyzed samples. Dh values are larger than magnetic core sizes 
estimated by TEM. This difference is the result of agglom-
eration of MAG nanoparticles in suspension. Lysine incor-
poration yielded significantly smaller MAG-NH2 aggre-
gates than the MAG-SDS precursor. CALB adsorption on 
MAG-NH2 broadened Dh distribution and displaced sizes 
toward larger values. Cross-linking with GLUT (post-
CALB adsorption) only raised the number of particles with 
greater sizes, whereas covalent immobilization on MAG-
NH2–GLUT also caused a major widening of the Dh range.

The ζ potential is a useful parameter for characterization 
in particle studies. This technique provides information on 
the surface charge on the particle. Hence, it is a valuable tool 
to infer the kind of interaction between, in this case, lipase 
and MAG-NH2 or MAG-NH2–GLUT and as complement of 
traditional techniques (such as FTIR, activity data) to verify 
lipase incorporation [1, 41–43].

Figure 4 compares ζpot of particles at different stages of 
modification. MAG-NH2 has a positive potential since the 
amino groups of lysine have pKa > 8.9 [37], they remain 
protonated in distilled water (–NH3

+). The sign of this poten-
tial is reversed in MAG-NH2–CALB, indicating an effective 
incorporation of lipase. Catalysts conserve a negative poten-
tial after both immobilization protocols.

Fig. 3  Hydrodinamic diameter distribution of selected samples
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Specific characterization related to the iron oxide core, 
such as determination of magnetic properties or crystalline 
pattern, were not performed because the synthesis and coat-
ing procedures were almost achieved under similar condi-
tions than in previous works [18, 34, 38].

Efficiency of biocatalysts

Method I

The first step of this method involved the physical adsorption 
of CALB onto MAG-NH2 particles. The pH of the adsorp-
tion medium needs to be controlled to promote this interac-
tion. As it was mentioned in “Characterization”, ζ poten-
tial of support at pH 5.7 became positive (+ 17.2 mV, see 
Fig. 4), suggesting protonated amino groups. CALB returned 
a barely negative surface charge (approx. − 2.18 mV) at that 
same pH. This difference was enough to promote electro-
static interactions favoring adsorption. This hypothesis is 
supported by FTIR, ζpot of catalysts and activity.

The efficiency of biocatalysts prepared with different 
GLUT concentrations is compared in Fig. 5 in terms of 
the conversion levels achieved in the first reaction cycle. 

Data on Fig. 5 suggested that the initial conversion was not 
greatly affected by the concentration of the cross-linker. 
However, Tukey test proves a statistical difference between 
the registered X% values; consequently, three groups may 
be distinguished (a, b and c in Fig. 5).

In method I, immobilization may be through a one-point 
or a multipoint interaction, and after this immobilization 
the support may continue increasing the number (or even 
the quality) of interactions involving new groups, as in the 
case for heterofunctional supports [5].

Values of conversion of oleic acid (X%) between 25 and 
37% were reached as a function of GLUT concentration. 
As a general trend, a slight decrease in X% was observed 
when increasing GLUT concentration. This effect has been 
observed by other researchers [39–41].

To gain insight into the practical implementation of 
the biocatalysts, their reuse was studied. This analysis 
included the measurement of conversion and lipase leach-
ing as a function of each cycle and is shown in Fig. 6.

From these data, it emerges that the cross-linking 
treatment post-adsorption enhances the enzyme stability, 
reducing the leaching levels when concentrations of GLUT 
above 0.3% are employed. Similar findings were reported 
by other authors using other systems [42]. It is important 
to mention that following the same protocol and employ-
ing an excess of GLUT (2.5%), the OA conversion regis-
tered in the test reaction was 0% (data not shown in Fig. 6). 
The selection of an optimal GLUT concentration is a con-
troversial issue, judging by the literature articles devoted 
to enzyme immobilization. It appears to be highly reliant 
on the kind of support and the selected enzyme. It has been 
reported that by varying this parameter, a monolayer or 
bilayer of GLUT may be formed, depending on whether 
one or two molecules react per amino group. However, the 
chemical structure of the GLUT bilayer has not been fully 
determined [43].

The influence of GLUT concentration was also evidenced 
in leaching data. When low concentrations are employed 
(0.05–0.15%), leaching is observed and may be considered 
as one cause of deactivation between cycles. It is important 
to highlight that higher leaching levels were found in pre-
vious works using magnetic chitosan supports, even after 
covalent linkage with GLUT [18].

It is hypothesized that using low GLUT concentrations, 
a great number of CALB molecules remain weakly attached 
to the support. This occurs because the concentration of 
GLUT is not enough to cover the adsorbed lipase, avoid-
ing the leaching. Conversely, higher GLUT concentrations 
play a fixative effect, since leaching was negligible when 
using GLUT concentration of 0.3 and 0.6%. However, this 
advantage was overshadowed by the total loss of the cata-
lytic activity after seven and five cycles, respectively (see 
Fig. 6 GLUT0.3 and 0.6).

Fig. 4  Zeta potential of 1 MAG-SDS, 2 MAG-NH2, 3 MAG-NH2–
CALB, 4 MAG-NH2–CALB–GLUT0.3, 5 MAG-NH2–GLUT03–
CALB

Fig. 5  Conversion percentage in the first cycle of post-adsorption 
cross-linked CALB. Letters next to points correspond to Tukey test 
results (95%)
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In this context, it may be assumed that a relation is estab-
lished between the operational stability provided by cross-
linking and the impairment of enzyme denaturation. This 
dual effect of GLUT has been exhibited in different immo-
bilization protocols. For example, d-amino acid oxidase 
was adsorbed on aminated Sepabeads® cross-linked with 
0.2–2% GLUT. While the activity gradually decreased with 
the concentration of GLUT, the resistance to leaching was 
maximum at 0.5% [44]. A similar behavior was observed for 
Fusarium moniliforme CGMCC 0536 hydrolase [45] and 
CLEAs of Thermomyces lanuginosa lipase [46, 47] and 
CALB [48], respectively.

Considering the highly viscous and concentrated reac-
tion medium, another feasible cause for inactivation is the 
inhibition from product/substrate deposited on the catalyst´s 
surface. This behavior may be observed, for instance, for 
GLUT0.05 catalyst in Fig. 6. The washing step after cycle 
1 consisted in 5-min stirring in heptane plus 5 more min-
utes in ethanol. X% decreased noticeably in cycle 2. After 
this second reaction, washing was performed for 30 min in 
each solvent. X% increased in cycle 3. Therefore, exhaustive 
washing may help the correct elimination of the remaining 
compounds (ethyl oleate or OA) from the CALB surface and 
“reactivate” the catalyst [49].

On the basis of our findings and reports of literature, it 
is possible to postulate a mechanism for GLUT–protein 
interactions, involving the formation of several species. 
The proportion of such species depends on the pH of the 
medium. Under the conditions herein explored, stable sec-
ondary amines (from the monomeric and polymeric cyclic 
hemiacetal) could be formed. Schiff’s bases stabilized by 
conjugation with C–C double bonds, from the poly-GLUT 
under basic conditions [50, 51] are not considered here 
since all GLUT treatments were performed in distilled water 
(pH 5.7). Hence, under such conditions, polymerization of 
GLUT is highly unlikely to occur. Scheme 2 illustrates the 
most probable products.

Since these products are stable under the conditions in 
which they were formed, no chemical treatments (such as 
reduction with sodium borohydride) were applied after 
immobilization. However, high leaching was measured along 
several cycles when using low GLUT concentration. These 
data may be justified in terms of the immobilization mecha-
nism, assuming that the offered GLUT is involved in both 
the CALB–CALB and CALB–lysine cross-linking. In this 
concern, a combined immobilization mechanism is proposed 
involving covalent bond formation and physical adsorption 
of lipase molecules on lysine magnetic support. As it is 

Fig. 6  Conversion and leaching 
levels in successive cycles of 
post-adsorption cross-linked 
CALB
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known, hydrophobic interaction among lipase molecules is 
recognized as most important. In fact, self-aggregation of 
many microbial lipases in solution has been reported [52]. 
This self-aggregation has been justified in terms of the sur-
face hydrophobic characteristics of lipases. In this context, it 
is possible that CALB clusters may be the adsorbed species 
on the MAG-NH2 support.

In test reaction system, a highly hydrophobic environment 
surrounds the biocatalyst. Together with the vigorous mag-
netic stirring, loss of enzyme toward the reaction medium is 
likely due to desorption of weakly adsorbed CALB as well 
as cross-linked aggregates. These aggregates may or may not 
be catalytically active depending on their denaturation level. 
This combined immobilization mechanism would explain 
the rather inconsistent fluctuation of X% and leaching values 
in Fig. 6, whose deviations are lower than ± 1%. For exam-
ple, in the third cycle of GLUT0.15, leaching is greater than 
X%. This is easily attributed to the aggregation phenomenon 
of the immobilized CALB and its disaggregation upon des-
orption. Also, this being a magnetic nanomaterial, particle 
aggregation in the reaction medium may restrict substrate 
diffusion toward lipase´s active site, lowering the expected 
activity.

An illustration of the effect of the immobilization mecha-
nism on the conversion and leaching levels is included in 
Scheme 3.

It is important to note that using 0.05% GLUT, after cycle 
1, a short washing step was performed and X% decreased 
noticeably. The increase of X% in cycle 3 may be associ-
ated with the deeper washing implemented in the catalyst 
after cycle 2, to discard the possibility of inhibition by the 
substrate or product residues.

Even when the highest OA conversion was reached using 
the lowest GLUT concentration at the first cycle (Fig. 5), this 
trend was not mirrored when reuse results were analyzed 
(Fig. 6). The productivity found in reuse (as the total amount 
of ethyl ester of OA produced, shown in Fig. 6) appears to be 

the highest when intermediate GLUT concentrations were 
employed (0.3% GLUT), along with minimized leaching 
effect. According to this finding, the concentration of 0.3% 
GLUT (mass in volume of solution) was selected to assess 
the covalent CALB binding on the MAG-NH2 support, as 
will be described later in method II.

Method II: covalent immobilization on MAG-NH2–
GLUT

Here, CALB is made to react with aldehyde groups and 
other functions like hemiacetal coating the magnetic core. 
Free amino groups of the enzyme attack carbonyls and other 
electrophilic zones. pH should be neutral or slightly acidic 
to prevent polymerization of GLUT, assuring availability of 
electrophilic sites.

The covalent linkage of CALB using 0.3% GLUT renders 
a highly efficient biocatalyst. Figure 7 shows the conversion 
and leaching data from this biocatalyst after a series of eight 
cycles of reutilization. The conversion reached almost 50% 
after the third cycle and remained almost constant (between 
50 and 40%) up to the eighth cycle. The conversion in the 
first cycle is roughly twice that achieved when post-adsorp-
tion cross-linking (method I) is applied (see Fig. 5).

These data may be justified, in part, in terms of the nature 
of the support. It has been reported that aminated supports 
may react with GLUT moieties leading to amine–GLUT 
surface-exposed groups which exhibit different reactivities 
that free GLUT molecules. This would mainly restrict the 
GLUT polymerization capacity, avoiding a massive GLUT 
precipitation on the support [53].

As stated in the previous section, the combined immobi-
lization mechanism (covalent linkage and CALB adsorption 
on the first lipase layers) allows explaining the loss of activ-
ity along the eight cycles in terms of the weakly adsorbed 
enzyme detachment. Leaching in the first two cycles appears 
to be noticeably larger than in GLUT0.3 (from method I). 

Scheme 2  Feasible immobili-
zation mechanisms of GLUT–
lipase interactions. Schiff base 
from monomeric GLUT is 
highly unstable
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This may be likely due to this double immobilization mecha-
nism, involving the direct exposition of CALB to GLUT 
moieties in a double layer favoring its loss.

60% of the initial catalytic function is preserved up to at 
least the eighth cycle. Tukey test data reveal that X% in cycle 
1 is significantly different from any of the subsequent reac-
tions. However, the eighth cycle returns an X% comparable 
to the fourth. Considering that 60% of the initial catalytic 
function is preserved up to at least the eighth cycle, this 
catalyst possesses an acceptable operational stability.

Due to the high activity and operational stabil-
ity of the catalyst obtained by method II, MAG-
NH2–GLUT0.3–CALB is considered to be the optimum one 
of all those prepared in this study.

It is important to highlight that the GLUT concentration 
was the other factor determining the integral efficiency of 
the biocatalyst (this is suitable conversion and leaching 
levels). The same GLUT concentration (0.3% GLUT) was 
employed in the two most effective biocatalysts (in terms 
of the total mg of OA converted and the level of leach-
ing) independently of the immobilization protocol. This 
GLUT proportion fits with a proportional ratio between 
moles of cross-linker and the moles of  NH2 groups in the 
support; whereas the proportion of the lipase remained 
constant in all the formulations [54, 55]. As a main con-
clusion, the amount of GLUT that should be used in case 
of CALB to maximize activity and minimize leaching is 
lower than that traditionally reported in the literature for 

Scheme 3  Representation of 
post-adsorption cross-linked 
CALB deactivation
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covalent bonding of CALB; i.e., 1.19% or more [30], 2.5% 
[56], 5% [57], 15% [42]. The choice of such concentrations 
is frequently related to a screening of GLUT concentra-
tions taking into account the maximum catalyst activity. 
Considering that so dissimilar percentages are reported as 
useful, it may be inferred that activity depends on both the 

amination grade of the support and the GLUT proportion 
used to activate it.

Analysis related to the practical implementation 
of the prepared biocatalysts

The total conversions using the catalysts prepared from both 
immobilization procedures are compared in Fig. 8. The 
informed conversion involves the total milligrams of OA 
converted along all the performed cycles in each case. The 
biocatalyst prepared from method II was the most efficient, 
reaching a total conversion of already 3500 mg of OA along 
eight reaction cycles.

Although several CALB-based biocatalysts appear to be 
more efficient in terms of the conversion levels, many of 
them are not tested for their operational stability. Besides, 
after a brief survey of open literature, it is observed that 
others exhibit lower operational stability than the CALB 
biocatalyst proposed in this work. For instance, dos San-
tos et al. observed a 64% decrease of commercial CALB 
 (Novozyme®435) activity from the first to the second cycle 
of oleic acid esterification in supercritical  CO2 [58]. To bet-
ter illustrate this, a comparative analysis was performed by 
analyzing several CALB biocatalysts suitable for oleic acid 
esterification reactions. The collected data are included in 
Table 1.

Data in Table 1 reveal that magnetic CALB herein pre-
pared is capable of reaching high conversion of a concen-
trated substrate (2.3 M). These levels are equaled by com-
mercial Lipozyme435 and even surpassed when ultrasound 
is applied [58]. However, Lipozyme exhibits limitations 
associated with the reuse possibilities. In fact, resin sup-
port degrades and causes product contamination [62] and 
blockage in filtration operations and column reactors, in the 
presence of short-chain alcohols [14].

When considering silica-immobilized lipase [59], the 
biocatalyst showed an excellent reusability in cyclohexane. 
However, OA concentration and conversion were consid-
erably lower than those of the magnetic biocatalyst. The 
amount of processed substrate was barely 0.7 g in a 12-h 

Fig. 7  Conversion and leaching levels in successive cycles of CALB 
immobilized on 0.3% GLUT-activated support. Letters next to points 
correspond to comparable means according to Tukey test (95%)

Fig. 8  Productivity of biocatalysts from methods I and II as a func-
tion of GLUT %. Method I (MAG-NH2–CALB–GLUT, rhombus), 
method II (MAG-NH2–GLUT0.3–CALB, square)

Table 1  Experimental test reaction conditions and performance of CALB biocatalyst in oleic acid esterification

SC supercritical, US ultrasound
a Referred to OA initial mass
b Not evaluated in the cited article

Catalyst Solvent [OA] M % wt.  CATa OA/alcohol T °C X% in 3 h Reusability References

MAG-NH2–GLUT–CALB None 2,3 3 1/1 molar 45 60 Good This work
MAG-chitosan–GLUT–CALB None 2,3 3 1/1 molar 24 64 Poor [20]
SiO2–CALB Cyclo-hexane 0,5 3,5 1/ 1 molar 40 35 90 in 12 h Excellent [59]
Lipozyme 435 None 2,3 1,36 1/1 molar 40 65 85-US Poorb [60]
CALB-chitosan SC-CO2 1,4 10 1/6.5 molar 50 25 Poor [61]
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cycle. It would take at least five more 12-h runs (a total of 
60 h) to reach the productivity of eight 3-h cycles using 
MAG-NH2–GLUT–CALB.

Covalently attached CALB on chitosan exhibited low 
activity and major deactivation in nearly supercritical  CO2 
[61].

The effect of temperature on immobilization efficiency 
or on enzyme activity was not evaluated in this work. As 
one of the purposes of our research is to minimize energy 
consumption, all procedures were performed at room tem-
perature or at the minimal one to promote reaction. CALB 
is an extensively studied enzyme and, comparing published 
works, 45 °C is low enough to save energy and high enough 
to increase conversion [26, 63, 64].

In the case of biocatalysts obtained from post-adsorption 
cross-linking (method I), the maximum productivity was 
observed when 0.3% of GLUT was employed after CALB 
physical adsorption. In such cases, roughly 1800 mg of OA 
was converted, which represents nearly 50% of the conver-
sion achieved by the catalysts obtained from method II (see 
Fig. 8). Besides, MAG-NH2–GLUT0.3–CALB was found to 
retain 60% of its initial activity up to, at least, the eighth use.

Operational stability (both activity retention and chemi-
cal/mechanical resistance) should be considered a much 
more important feature than conversion levels, since a low 
activity can be compensated with more cycles or larger cata-
lyst amounts, and no contamination is produced by support 
degradation.

Additional studies devoted to gain insight into the stor-
age stability revealed that MAG-NH2–CALB–0.3GLUT 
retained nearly 100% of its activity after a month, whereas 
MAG-NH2–0.3GLUT–CALB retained 91% after 6 weeks. 
It can be inferred then that both immobilization methods 
led to storage-stable catalysts, at least in the explored range 
of time.

When comparing the performance of the best biocatalyst 
obtained in this work with the commercially available one, it 
emerges that though the commercial  Novozym® 435 is more 
active (in weight basis) [20], its chemical stability is recog-
nized as a weakness. It has been widely reported that etha-
nolic media may induce the dissolution of  Novozym® 435 
support. Alaso, its reuse capability is lower and currently 
involves tedious separation pathways. In addition, the leach-
ing is practically unavoidable since the enzyme is physically 
adsorbed [<link rid="bib65">65</link>]. An advantage of 
these biocatalysts is that magnetic decantation enormously 
facilitates the isolation of the MAG-NH2–GLUT0.3–CALB 
catalyst, in contrast to the tedious filtration processes needed 
for conventional materials (especially in highly viscous 
media involving solvent-free esterification).

The costs associated with MAG-NH2–GLUT0.3–CALB 
fabrication were estimated at a laboratory scale, indicating 
that they were 60% lower than those related to Novozym435, 

considering 1 g of both biocatalysts as reference. It is impor-
tant to remark that this analysis considers prices available in 
the local market (Argentina in our case).

What is more, the value of the support MAG-NH2–GLUT 
represents barely 3% of the total biocatalyst cost. Hence, this 
material by itself constitutes a potential carrier not only for 
lipase immobilization, but also for protein adsorption, isola-
tion and purification.

Magnetic CALB is also a potential replacement of tradi-
tional catalyst for transesterification reactions, such as bio-
diesel synthesis [66–70], food additive preparation [71, 72], 
drug production [73] and other fine chemicals.

A simple batch reactor with mechanical stirring would be 
suitable for large-scale application of these magnetic cata-
lysts. Decantation is easily achieved by an external strong 
magnetic field (Nd magnets, for example).

Concluding remarks

Biocatalysts with high chances of practical implementation 
were designed from immobilization of CALB on lysine-
coated magnetic nanoparticles. Two different methodologies 
were explored to attain this goal, i.e., cross-linking post-
adsorption and covalent linkage. In both cases, GLUT was 
used either as coupling or cross-linking agent, respectively.

The analysis of a range of GLUT concentrations for post-
adsorption CALB cross-linking allowed finding out the opti-
mal concentration of GLUT as coupling agent. This amount 
was used to modify the support and was selected considering 
the protein amount known to be immobilized by adsorption 
and not only the support surface.

Covalent immobilization of CALB on 0.3% GLUT-acti-
vated support was the optimum method in terms of cata-
lyst activity and operational stability. The productivity of 
covalently coupled CALB doubled that of post-adsorption 
cross-linked lipase. Both methods ensure biocatalysts with 
elevated activity retention on storage, since over 90% of 
their initial activity was maintained after 4 or more weeks 
in storage.

Taking into account the low-cost starting material, 
simple preparation protocols, operational and storage 
stabilities, easy recovery and high efficiency, MAG-
NH2–GLUT0.3–CALB is a potentially attractive biocatalyst 
for solvent-free fatty acid esterifications.
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